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Abstract  

This study aims to describe students' critical thinking in solving derivative problems in terms of gender. The subjects in this study were male 
students, S1 and female students, S2 who had high mathematical abilities. This type of research is a descriptiv research with a qualitative 
approach. The research instrument consists of the main instrument (researchers themselves) and supporting instruments including the provision 
of written assignments and interviews. The results of this study indicate that S1 and S2 in solving derivative problems according to the criteria 
for critical thinking starting from the indicators of focus, reason, inference, situation, clarity and overview. However, S1 and S2 have different 
thinking activities, S1 completed the task with a more concise completion in a more logical way of thinking, while S2 completed the task with a 
longer completion with his verbal abilities with precision. and careful thinking. This shows that even though S1 and S2 have equal mathematical 
abilities, there are differences in thinking activities in solving problems. These findings are supported by written answer data and interview results. 
This research provides important insights into the influence of gender on critical thinking in mathematics contexts, which can be used as a basis 
for developing more effective and inclusive teaching strategies.   

Keywords: Critical Thinking, Derivatives of Algebraic Functions, Genders. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the objectives of learning mathematics (Indonesia) based on Permendiknas Number 22 of 2016 is to 
solve mathematical problems which include the ability to understand problems, develop models of solving 
mathematics, solve mathematical models and provide appropriate solutions. In line with these learning 
objectives, the National Council of Mathematics Teachers (NCTM) states that there are five standards of 
mathematical ability that students must possess, one of which is problem solving ability. Based on the learning 
objectives and previous mathematical ability standards, it can be concluded that problem solving activities are 
an important part of learning mathematics. In addition, one of the most important aspects of education in the 
world is thinking skills in problem solving (Radulović & Stančić, 2017). The problems themselves are considered 
a basis that provides the opportunity for a person to highlight his creative and critical potential, given that our 
daily life is nothing but an endless series of many and complex problems and situations that require the 
employment of higher mental skills, as it is always difficult to solve all problems in the same way or ways (Al-
massarweh, et.al., 2024). Good problem solving can be done if someone has the ability to think critically. This 
is in line with previous research (Pascarella, et.al., 2014; Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005; Mahmuzah, 2015; Saputra, 
et.al., 2019; Wahidin & Romli, 2020;) states that students who have the ability to think critically good will solve 
the problem properly and effectively. 

The demands of 21st century learning encourage teachers to deliver learning, one of which fulfills higher-order 
thinking competencies including critical thinking (Zivkovil, 2016). Critical thinking is one of the most important 
skills in the 21st century for everyone (Changwong, 2018; Lamb, 2017; Cheng, May, & Wan, 2017; Chen, 
Tolmie, & Wang, 2017; Vieira & Tenreiro-Vieira, 2016; Moeti, et.al, 2016; Alismail & Mcguire, 2015; Atabaki, 
Keshtiaray & Yarmohammadian, 2015; Bell & Loon, 2015; Brown; 2015; Beers, 2011; Binkley, et.al., 2010; 
Ramdani, 2022 ; Basri, et.al., 2019; Purnami, et.al., 2021). Critical thinking denotes the capacity to impartially 
analyze information, think logically and coherently, and render reasoned judgments (Irwanto, et.al., 2024). 
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Critical thinking is students' ability to find information, facts and events through logical thinking (Choiriyah, 
Mayuni & Dhieni, 2023). Critical thinking is characterized by thinking activities that comprehensively explore 
existing problems, ideas, and concrete evidence (Rhodes, 2010). Cowden & Santiago (2016) further explains 
that critical thinking skills originate from constructivist learning theory with a focus on enhancing students' 
learning experiences in the process of their thinking activities.  

Researchers formulate several definitions of critical thinking. Critical thinking is logical thinking and focuses on 
making decisions about what to believe or do (Ennis, 2011). Critical thinking is a person's ability to understand 
concepts, synthesize, and evaluate information (Dekker, 2020; Florea & Hurjui, 2015). Critical thinking is a 
goal-directed thinking with involvement in decision making, interpretation, or problem solving (Halpern, 1998). 
Critical thinking is a skill that students can develop in parallel (Abrami, et.al., 2008; Monteiro, et.al., 2020). 
Critical thinking is a skillful and responsible thinking activity that facilitates good judgment because it is based 
on criteria and sensitive to context (Lipman, 2003). In addition, critical thinking is also defined as the ability to 
absorb and filter existing phenomena (Facione, 1990). 

Furthermore, some experts also provide different opinions on indicators of measuring critical thinking skills. 
The five dimensions of critical thinking are verbal reasoning, argument analysis, thinking as hypothesis testing, 
likelihood and uncertainty, and decision making and problems (Halpern, 2012). There are six components of 
critical thinking according to Facione (1990), namely Interpretation, Analysis, Evaluation, Inference, 
Explanation, and Self-Regulation. The components of critical thinking skills as FRISCO: focus, reason, 
inference, situation, clarity and overview (Ennis, 1991). 

Critical thinking skills train students to think with focus, namely being able to determine the information 
contained in a problem accompanied by the right reasons and being able to determine the right strategy in 
solving a problem. Students' strategies in solving problems vary, one of which is the difference in their gender. 
In critical thinking skills male students showed more ability in inference and interpretation skills than female 
students (Kumar & James, 2015). This is supported by research related to mathematics, which states that the 
thinking abilities of male students in mathematics and the academic field are different from female students 
(Pargulski & Reynolds, 2017; Rasyid, Budiarto & Lukito, 2018). National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
(NCTM), namely "Several researchers have found that boys tend to use newer problem-solving strategies, while 
girls are more likely to use newer problem-solving strategies (Ganley & Lubienski, 2016). Following the 
procedures taught in school. 

The results of several studies conclude that male students and female students tend to differ in problem solving 
strategies (Ganley & Lubienski's paper, 2016). Male students tend to use unusual problem-solving strategies, 
namely unique strategies that are not tied to routine procedures, while female students tend to follow more 
problem-solving procedures taught at school. In addition, the results of Bitara's research (2021) concluded that 
male students in planning solutions are more targeted, meaning that they can solve problems with shorter 
procedures, think of exam strategies that rely on logical thinking skills and mental calculation skills. In contrast, 
female students tend to think of longer and more convoluted solving strategies. 

Mathematics and critical thinking cannot be separated from one another (Innabi & Sheikh, 2007; Aizikovitsh 
& Amit, 2011). In learning mathematics we need a higher order thinking activity, one of which is critical 
thinking. One of the mathematical materials that requires critical thinking skills and is related to everyday life 
problems is the material for the derivative of algebraic functions, namely the application of derivatives in 
determining the maximum and minimum values of a function. Derivative material is important material, 
because the knowledge is useful for students in real life, but some students sometimes experience difficulties in 
solving problems in applying derivatives because of their low or lack of students' critical thinking skills. Students' 
weaknesses in solving problems are the main cause of students' difficulties in derivative learning (Hashemi, 
et.al, 2019). This provides an understanding that students' difficulties in derivative learning are caused by the 
weak ability of students to solve problems and one of the factors that influence it is the competence of students' 
critical thinking skills (Mashami & Gunawan, 2018). Based on the description of the problems above, in this 
study the components of critical thinking skills were used based on FRISCO indicators, because they were 
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considered more suitable to the problems that had been described. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to 
describe the critical thinking profile of high school students in Palu City based on gender differences. 

Methodology Section 

This section discusses the research design that was undertaken in answering the problems. It also presents the  

respondents involved in the study, the different instruments used in gathering data, and the statistical tools to 
analyze and interpret the gathered dataDr. Robert Arasa, 2020). 

Research Goal 

This study describes the critical thinking of students with high mathematical abilities in solving derivative 
problems based on gender differences. In this research, we reveal students' critical thinking by first asking the 
subject to complete the task of understanding derivatives. in focus group discussions. Based on this data, we 
explore students' discourse in completing derivative assignments and then analyze it in more detail and depth. 
Therefore, this study examines how the critical thinking profile of students with high mathematical abilities in 
solving derivative problems in terms of gender differences. 

Sample and Data Collection 

The subjects of this research were Model Madani High School students with high mathematical abilities, men 
and women. The determination of the subject is based on the high mathematics ability category obtained from 
the even semester exam scores for mathematics subjects. The criteria for students who have high mathematical 

abilities are if the student's score is ≥ average (�̅�) + 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑆𝐷). The calculation results show: 

SD = 3.43; Average (�̅�) = 83.56 ; so 83.56 + 3.43=86.99 ≈ 87. Based on these calculations, a list of students 
who meet the categories is obtained, in Table 1. 

After obtaining the results of these calculations, CJC was chosen as the male subject with high mathematical 
abilities and AAS as the female subject with high mathematical abilities. The selection of the subject was based 
on the considerations of the mathematics subject teacher in the class with the consideration that the student 
had good communication and was willing to work together from the beginning to the end of the research. 

Using a 5% margin of error, the computed sample size (n) was approximately equal to 121.25 which was 
rounded to 121. Hence, 121 mathematics teachers were considered as actual sample size of this study. 

Moreover, to ensure that all mathematics teachers from the three schools divisions were given fair chances of 
becoming part of this study, proportionate stratified random sampling method was used. 

Table 1 summarizes the total number of junior high school teachers from the three schools divisions involved 
in the study. 

Table 1. List of Students Who Meet the High Mathematical Ability Category. 

Number Initials Student Scores 

1.  AAS 88 
2.  CJC 91 
3.  MJ 90 
4.  NDCS   88 
5.  PJB   89 
6.  ZGA   88 

Instrumentation and Data Collection Procedure 

The supporting data collection tools are 1) human instruments which function to determine research focus, 
determine research location and time, select research subjects, carry out data collection, prepare research 
instruments, and analyze data, 2) written assignments containing problems related to derivative applications 
about problems the maximum and minimum values of a function, which are compiled based on critical thinking 
indicators based on Ennis. The task is diagnostic, meaning that the researcher wants to know the description 
of students' critical thinking through the problems given. 3) Semi-structured interviews consist of several 
questions that have been designed as reference materials or guidelines during the interview. These questions 
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can be changed at any time or adapted to the circumstances during the interview. The purpose of conducting 
interviews is to clarify some information obtained through the task previously given. 4) Voice recorder and 
video recorder to record student activities when solving problems, so that all information is recorded properly. 

Data Analysis 

The data analyzed in this research are interview transcripts, subject test results, and field notes. We followed 
the three stages of qualitative data analysis by Miles et al. (2014), namely: 1). Data condensation refers to the 
process of selecting, simplifying, abstracting, and/or transforming data that approaches the entirety of written 
field notes, interview transcripts, documents, and other empirical material related to critical thinking.  

Data condensation is carried out during the research, during research in the field, until the report is prepared. 
Thus, the data obtained by researchers through problem solving tasks and interviews is condensed by selecting 
and focusing the data on things that suit the critical thinking process. 2). Data presentation, gathering organized 
and compressed information that allows conclusions and actions to be drawn. Data presentation aims to 
simplify complex information into simple data so that it is easier to understand. At this stage, after the data is 
arranged sequentially, the researcher processes the data and then presents it in sentence form. The data 
presented in this research are data regarding descriptions of students' critical thinking in solving problems of 
maximum and minimum function values and condensed interview results. 3). Drawing Conclusions The 
researcher analyzed the data and described the data about students' critical thinking as conclusions from data 
that had been processed and were final so that the data could be understood and clear according to the research 
objectives. 

RESULTS 

The results obtained in this study are a description of the critical thinking of male students (S1) and female 
students (S2) in solving derivative problems based on Ennis' critical thinking indicators. 

Exposure of data Subject 1 

In this section, S1 data will be presented in solving derivative problems (M1) through the results of answers 
and interviews based on critical thinking indicators. 

Focus 

S1's written answer in mentioning the information known, asked and the completeness of other information 
on M1, is as fol 

                                             

Figure 1. S1 Written Answer in Mentioning Information that Known, Asked and Completeness of Other Information on M1 

Based on the picture above, it can be seen that S1 wrote that what is known in the problem is the ratio of length 
and width, each of which is 2:3, the surface area is 1800 cm2. Then write down that what is being asked is the 
maximum volume of a block-shaped aquarium without a lid. 

The following are the results of the S1 interview in mentioning the information that is known and asked about 
the problems that have been condensed. 

PM1-03 : “From that problem, what do you understand or what is known?” 
SIM1-04 : “It is known that the width appeal length is 2 to 3 or can be concluded to be 2x to 3x” 

PM1-05 : “From these questions, what are the questions?” 

S1M1-06 : “Asked for maximum volume” 
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PM1-07 : “Is there any more information?” 

S1M1-08 : “(pause and look back at the problem) The surface area is 1800 cm2 and the aquariumhas no cover.” 

After reviewing the answers and interview data, it can be concluded that on the focus indicator, S1 first identifies 
what is known (SIM1-04), then identifies what is being asked (S1M1-06), and finally identifies the completeness 
of other information. required for troubleshooting (S1M1-08). 

 Reason 

The written answer of S1 in stating the reason for each step of the work and the reason for the conclusion of 
the answer on M1, is shown as follows. 

. 

Figure 2. S1 Written Answers in Stating the Reasons for Each Step of Work and Reasons for the Conclusion of the Answers on M1 

Based on the picture above, it can be seen that S1 wrote step by step to get the answer to the question. The 
first step is to formulate the surface area of the beam without cover and get the t (height) equation, then in the 
second step formulate the volume of the beam, then in the third step use the stationary conditions in the 
previous beam equation and get the value x = 10, then in the fourth step substitute x = 10 to the t (height) 
equation, and the last step is to substitute the value of x into the volume equation and conclude the final result. 

The following is a transcript of the S1 interview in stating the reason for each step of the work and the reason 
for the conclusion of the answer. 

PM1-13 : “In step 1 you wrote, why did you use the surface area formula?” 

S1M1-14 : “Because what is known in the problem is the surface area of the aquarium”. 

PM1-19 : 
“In step two, please explain how you can get 1080𝑥 – 

18𝑥3

5
?” 

S1M1-22 : “Oh yes, because the volume of the formula is length times width times height thenfrom the equation of the surface area of the 
aquarium we get the height, so just put in the formula length times width times height, so the length is 2x times 3x the 

height obtained earlier 
1800−6𝑥2

10𝑥
. Then multiply it and the result is 1080𝑥 – 

18𝑥3

5
.” 

PM1-27 : 
“In step three, you decrease by 1080𝑥 – 

18𝑥3

5
. What is the reason?” 

S1M1-28 : “(think for a moment)... Because the condition to know the maximum volume is 𝑓′(𝑥) = 0.” 

PM1-38 : “In step 4 (pointing to the answer paper), why did you replace x with 10?” 
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S1M1-41 : “So in step 4, because we already know the equation of height, and to find out the height, I replace the x with 10.” 

PM1-44 : “In step 5, you substitute x=10 for length times width times height and the result is 7,200 cm3 and you conclude that is the 
maximum volume. What is your reason or why you can be sure that it is the maximum?” 

S1M1-45 : “Because the maximum value is obtained from the derivative condition or 𝑓′(𝑥) = 0, then when I lower I get x it is 10, I just 

enter the number 10 replacing x from the previous equations containing 𝑥.” 

After analyzing the data from the answers and interviews, it can be concluded that in stating the reasons for 
each step of M1's work, S1 first looked for the height equation using previously known information, namely 
the formula for the surface area of the aquarium (S1M1-14), then obtained the equation for the volume of 
the aquarium by substituting the ratio length and width, then substituting t from the t equation obtained 
(S1M1-22) then provides an explanation that the volume equation is derived then equated to 0 on the grounds 
that this is the maximum volume requirement (S1M1-28) to get the value x, then the value of x is obtained is 
substituted  into the height equation to get the height value of the aquarium (S1M1-41), finally substituting 
the x and t values into the aquarium volume formula and concluding that this is the maximum volume (S1M1-
45). 

Inference 

The following is a transcript of the S1 interview in mentioning or writing down the conclusions drawn in the work step 
and the conclusions taken in the final answer. 

PM1-50 : “In step 1, why did you conclude to use the surface area formula of the aquarium?” 

S1M1-51 : “Because what is known here is the surface area of the aquarium so that it is eee,I use it to know the length, height and width” 

PM1-54 : “Why does the formula go this way? (while pointing to the surface area formula that the subject writes). Can you explain? Or can 
you describe why it can be like that formula?” 

S1M1-55 : “Eee, if in that block there are six sides, but because this is an aquarium so there is no one on it, actually let me not write in this 
matter if the aquarium is without a lid, it could also be because logically the aquarium is without a lid. Then it's sis, so the 

length times height plus length times height means twice the length times the height, then added width times height plus width times 
height, so twice the width times the height, continue to add length times width because the aquarium above it does not exist, so only 

one, length times width.” 

PM1-56 : “Why in step three 𝑥2 = 100 or 100 = 𝑥2, do you get x=10?” 

S1M1-57 : “Because both segments are rooted so that √100=10 and √𝑥2 = 𝑥.” 

PM1-60 : “So what about your reasoning regarding the conclusions you used in the final answer?” 

S1M1-61 : “So sis, with all the steps I did, starting from step 1 to step 5, it can all be done as long as you know exactly what to do first, so if 
it is wrong from the beginning, it must be wrong to continue to the bottom, so this maximum volume is 7.200 cm3, and I believe it 

is the maximum, no more, Because I have used stationary conditions, so there is no need for me to hesitate anymore” 

After analyzing the interview data, it can be concluded that in mentioning or writing the conclusions drawn 
at each step of the process and the conclusions drawn in the final answer, S1 draws conclusions using the 
surface area formula first compared to using the volume formula (S1M1-51), then draws conclusions regarding 
the formula for the surface area of the beam without cover used (S1M1-55), then makes a decision using the 
value x = 10 with reasons he believes (mentally calculating the root of 100 is 10) (S1M1-57), until the final 
conclusion that S1 is sure 7,200 cm3 is the maximum volume of the aquarium due to the stationary conditions 
it uses (S1M1-61). 

Situation 

The following is a transcript of the S1 interview in applying/using the initial knowledge possessed and using 
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the information provided in the questions. 

PM1-62 : “Of the many steps or formulas you applied to your answer, what knowledge or skills do you need to answer this question?” 

S1M1-65 : “Understand, about the formula for the surface area of the beam, know the volume formula, know how to derive the function or 
called the derivative, know how to factor, then how to substitute.” 

PM1-68 : “Have you used all the information on this question in your work?” 

S1M1-71 : “Already, it is evident from these steps kak (while showing the answer paper). I use the comparison of length and width in the 
formula of the surface area of the aquarium and volume, the value of the surface area I also use there, and analyze the problem of 
the surface area formula if there is no lid.” 

After analyzing the interview data, it can be concluded that S1 uses/applies previous knowledge (S1M1-65) and 
uses all the information provided in the questions (S1M1-71). 

Clarity 

The following is a transcript of the S1 interview in stating the language/terms contained in the problem or 
work accurately and clearly. 

PM1-72 : “Next do you understand the meaning of a block-shaped aquarium without a lid?” 

S1M1-75 : “Eee, so it's block-shaped, but the base that isn't on it (the cover) is not there” 

PM1-76 : “Do you understand the point of the question?” 

S1M2-77 : “Got it, sis, we mean we find the largest volume from the aquarium.” 

PM1-78 : “Do you understand the meaning of the ratio of length and width which is 2 to 3?” 

S1M1-79 : “If what I understand means that the length size is smaller than the size of the width” 

After reviewing the results of the interviews, it can be concluded that S1 correctly mentions the language/terms 
contained in the questions or works (S1M1-75, S1M1-77, S1M1-79). 

Overview 

The written answer of S1 in stating the reason for each step of the work and the reason for the conclusion of 
the answer on M1, is shown as follows. 

PM1-80 : “From every step you take, are you sure there is nothing wrong? How do you check?” 

S1M1-83 : “Eee, I just test the x value, sis. I get x = 10, if I replace x in the surface area formula, right 2pt + 2lt + pl = 
(2×20×12)+(2×30×12)+(20×30)=1800, now 1800 is in accordance with the surface area of the aquarium that is known, 
then it is certain that the value of x that I am looking for, so usually the way I can double-check my answer sis.” 

After reviewing the results of the interviews, it can be concluded that the S1 in re-examining the answers in a 
short way, namely just looking at each step that has been taken (S1M1-83).  

Exposure of data Subject 2 

This section will present data S1 in solving derivatife problem (M1) through the results of answers and 
interviews based on critical thinking indicators.  

Focus 

S1's written answer in mentioning the information known, asked and the completeness of other information 
on M1, is shown as follows. 
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. 

Figure 3. S2 written answers in stating information Known, Asked and Complete Other Information on M1 

Based on the picture above, it can be seen that S2 wrote down the information known to be a beam without 
cover which has a ratio of length and width of 2:3 and a surface area of 1800 cm2. Then write down the 
information being asked is the maximum volume of the aquarium. 

More in-depth information related to the results of S2 written answers was obtained through interviews. The 
following is a transcript of the S2 interview in mentioning the information known, asked and other complete 
information needed to solve the problem 

PM1-03 : “Okay. From that problem, what do you understand or what do you know?” 

S2M1-04 : “The ratio of length and width is 2 to 3 and the surface area of the aquarium is 1800 cm2 and the aquarium is in the form of a 
block without a lid” 

PM1-05 : ”From that question, what is asked?” 

S2M1-06 : “Maximum volume” 

After reviewing the answers and interview data, it can be concluded that on the focus indicator, Masters first 
identifies what is known (S2M1-04) then identifies what is being asked (S2M1-06).  

Reason 

The written answer of S2 in stating the reason for each step of the work and the reason for the conclusion of 
the answer on M1, is shown as follows 
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Figure 4. S2 Written Answers in Stating the Reasons for Each Step of Work and Reasons for the Conclusion 
of th Based on the picture above, it can be seen that S2 wrote down the completion stages in detail starting 
from the first step, namely finding the value of t (height) through the formula for the surface area of the beam 
without cover, then in the second step formulating the equation for the volume of the beam, then in the third 
step determining the value a = 10, then In the fourth step, test the value of a = 10 for the second derivative of 
the volume function and in the fifth step, determine the value of the volume of the beam by substituting the 
value of a = 10 into the volume formula. 

The following is a transcript of the S2 interview in stating the reason for each step of the work and the reason 
for the conclusion of the answer. 

PM1-13 : “In step 1 you wrote, why did you use the surface area formula first?” 

S2M1-14 : “Because the first known is the surface area, after that can later be obtained the equation t, well this equation t will be used in the 
next step to know the values of length, width and height” 

PM1-21 : “In the second step, please explain how you can get 
1

5
(5400𝑎 − 18𝑎3)?” 

S2M1-22 : 
“We substitute the length and height values according to the previous one, so p is 2a, l is 3a and t is 

900 𝑐𝑚2−3𝑎2

5𝑎
.” 

PM1-27 : “In step three, you lower V to V'. So why derive or why use the child in this third step?” 

S2M1-28 : “Because the condition to find the maximum and minimum values must first be found the derivative and equal to 0.” 

PM1-33 : “In step four, you replace a with positive 10 in the second derivative V.Why do you use the second derivative in this step? Can you 
explain?” 
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S2M1-34 : “10 is the stationary value. The reason I substitute 10 to V" is because I want to make sure that if the result is negative later then 
it must be the maximum, as I have learned in the module, and vice versa, if the derivative value of both is positive, it means it is 
minimum. That's also a strong reason I took positive 10 in step three.” 

PM1-37 : “In step five, you immediately replace a equal to 10.” 

S2M1-38 : “Yes, not in V', but in V only.” 

PM1-41 : “Then here you conclude that the maximum volume is 7200 𝑐𝑚3. Why can you be sure it's the maximum?” 

S2M1-42 : “From step 4, the second derivative is negative, so it is definitely the maximum volume.” 

e After analyzing the data from the answers and interviews, it can be concluded that in stating the reasons for 
each step of M1's work, S2 first looks for the height equation using previously known information, namely the 
aquarium surface area formula (S2M1-14). Then the aquarium volume equation is obtained by substituting the   

ratio of length and width, then substituting t from the t equation obtained (S2M2-22) then provides an 
explanation that the volume equation is derived then equated to 0 with the reason being the maximum or 
minimum volume requirements for the purpose of determining stationary values or value (S2M1-28), finally 
substituting the value of a into the aquarium volume formula and concluding that this is the maximum volume 

(S1M1-42).  

Inference 

The following is a transcript of the master's interview in mentioning or writing the conclusions drawn in the 
processing steps and the conclusions drawn in the final answer 

PM1-45 : “So in the first step, why did you draw the conclusion to use the aquarium surface area formula? Why not the volume formula first?” 

S2M1-46 : “Because we want to find this out first sis, eee, the height equation is so that it can easily be substituted into the volume equation and 
in that problem the surface area is known, so that formula is used first, except that the volume was known first.” 

PM1-47 : “Why can the surface area formula be like that? Can you explain?” 

S2M1-48 : “(while explaining through pictures) The surface area is the formula for a beam without a lid, the length times the width plus 2 times 
the width time the height plus 2 times the length times the height, so we substitute the p and l values and the surface area value, so p 
is equals 2a, l is 3a.” 

PM1-49 : “OK, here I see in your third step that a is 10 and -10. Why did you take +10?” 

S2M1-50 : “Actually this is only positive 10, but in yesterday's module I noticed the reading method was different from the way I read it, so 
there are two a, namely +10 and -10, but only +10 is taken because in size it is impossible to use the one negative, so use +10.” 

PM1-51 : “Then what about your reasons regarding the conclusions you used in the final answer?” 

S2M1-52 : “Again, the reason for the maximum volume is because I have used the conditions for determining the stationary value, namely 
f'(x)=0 and I will test it again if it is proven that the value is maximum, by means of that value I substitute it into the second 
derivative V, kak and the result is negative, it means he is the maximum.” 

After reviewing the interview data, it can be concluded that in mentioning or writing the conclusions drawn at 
each step of the process and the conclusions drawn in the final answer, S2 first uses information known to the 
problem and draws conclusions using the surface area formula first. first compared using the volume formula 
(S2M1-46), then draw conclusions regarding the surface area formula of the beam without cover used (S2M1-
48), then make a decision using the value a = +10 with clear reasons (S2M1-50) came to the final conclusion 
that S2 believed 7,200 cm3 was the maximum volume of his tank due to the stationary conditions he was using 
(S2M1-52). 
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Situation 

The following is a postgraduate interview transcript in applying/using prior knowledge and using t 

PM1-53 : “Of the many steps or formulas that you applied to your answer, state what knowledge or skills do you need to answer this question?” 

S2M1-54 : “Erm, analyze the problem, continue to record what things are known in the problem, continue to understand the conditions for 
determining the maximum volume.” 

PM1-57 : “Have you used all of the information on this question in your work?” 

S2M1-58 : “For example, the known surface area of an aquarium is the surface area of an aquarium, which is 1,800 cm2, so when I write 

down the surface area formula, I input 1,800 and I get the equation 𝑡 =
900−3𝑎2

5𝑎
. Then from the ratio of length and width I put 

it in the volume formula, which is length times width times height so that the formula is 2a times 3a times the equation t earlier.” 

After analyzing the data from the interviews, it can be concluded that the Masters used/applied their prior 
knowledge (S2M1-54) and used all the information provided in the questions (S2M1-58). Clarity  

The following is a master's interview transcript in stating the language/terms contained in the problem or work 
precisely and clearly. 

PM1-72 : “Next do you understand the meaning of a block-shaped aquarium without a lid?” 
S1M1-75 : “Eee, so it's block-shaped, but the base that isn't on it (the cover) is not there” 
PM1-76 : “Do you understand the point of the question?” 
S1M2-77 : “Got it, sis, we mean we find the largest volume from the aquarium.” 
PM1-78 : “Do you understand the meaning of the ratio of length and width which is 2 to 3?” 
S1M1-79 : “If what I understand means that the length size is smaller than the size of the width” 

Overview 

The following is a postgraduate interview transcript in examining/tracing back the completion that has been 
carried out 

PM1-73 : “How do you check your steps again?” 

S2M1-74 : “Read again from the beginning, check the addition, multiplication, move the segments.” 

After reviewing the results of the interviews, it can be concluded that Masters in re-checking answers by reading 
them again from the beginning, checking the calculations that have been done (S2M1-74). 

DISCUSSION 

The presentation and credibility of the data that has been described previously shows that there is consistency 
in the data of the two research subjects in solving Problem 1 (M1) and Problem 2 (M2). Therefore, in this 
section only the data of the two subjects, namely male subjects and female subjects, are both highly capable of 
completing M1 based on critical thinking indicators. 

S1 and S2 in Solving M1 based on Critical Thinking Indicators 

Focus 

Focus is a sub-skill of critical thinking (Ennis, 1991; 1996; 2011; Nilson, Fatherstone, & Mcmurray, 2014). The 
series of thinking activities that the S1 goes through on the focus indicators begins with identifying what is 
known, then identifies what is being asked, until finally identifying the completeness of other information 
needed for problem solving, while the series of thinking activities that the S2 goes through on the focus 
indicators begins by identifying things that is known thoroughly or identify the completeness of other 
information then identify what is being asked. This shows that in mentioning/writing down what is known, 
what is asked and completeness of other information on M1, S1 starts from identifying what is known, then 
identifying what is being asked. To get answers to the questions asked, S1 then identifies other information to 
get relevance. This shows that male students have clearly stated all elements that are known, asked or other 
information related to the problem, this is in line with (Susilowati, 2016; Mashami & Gunawan, 2018) who 
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argues that in understanding male students' problems men collect written facts in questions by mentioning 
things that are known and asked. 

The relationship between what was asked and the available information was finally declared sufficient by S1 to 
then complete M1. Furthermore, S2 begins by identifying things that are known thoroughly, without having to 
ask S2 again about other information contained in M1, this is in line with the opinion (Cahyono, 2017; Mashami 
& Gunawan, 2018) concluding that female students are able to identify facts given in the questions clearly, 
logically and in detail and completely. After that, S2 identified what was asked from M1. To get answers to the 
questions asked, S2 linked the known information with the things being asked, until finally S2 stated that the 
information provided was sufficient to complete M1. This shows S1 and S2 in mentioning/writing things that 
are asked, known and completeness of other information to provide complete and precise statements, so that 
they meet the focus indicators. 

REASON 

Reason is a sub-skill of critical thinking (Ennis, 1991; 1996; 2011; Nilson, Fatherstone, & Mcmurray, 2014). 
Reason is included in inductive and deductive reasoning (Atabaki, Keshtiaray & Yarmohammadian, 2015). The 
results of the study show that in stating the reasons for each step of the work and the reasons for concluding 
the final answer, S1 and S2 provide reasons for each step of the work in line with the information previously 
mentioned or linking the relationship between previous information and mentioning the work steps. The 
process carried out by S1 is shorter and confident in concluding answers without having to use other alternative 
evidence. In contrast to S2, which takes a longer path, namely believing in the conclusion of the maximum 
volume of the aquarium by substituting the stationary value with the second derivative of the volume equation, 
if the value is negative, then the volume is maximum, and vice versa, when S2 finds that the value of the second 
derivative is negative, S2 also believes that it is true. and proven is the maximum volume. This shows that the 
two subjects fulfill the sub-skills of reason. 

The difference in thinking activities that S1 and S2 go through in drawing conclusions about the maximum 
volume in M1 shows that even though both are at the same level of mathematical ability, S1 who is a male 
student has a shorter completion than S2 who is a female student. This difference is in line with previous studies 
(Setyawati, et.al., 2020; Gulacar, et.al., 2013; Ramdani, et.al., 2021) that compared to men who are so sure about 
the solutions given without proving other alternatives , the time needed by women is longer because women 
provide more complicated and lengthy explanations to prove the answers presented. Inference 

Inference is a sub-skill of critical thinking (Ennis, 1991; 1996; 2011; Facione, 1990; Nilson, Fatherstone, & 
Mcmurray, 2014; Watson & Glaser, 2002). Inference is identifying and storing the important parts needed to 
draw conclusions (Ennis, 2011; Facione, 1990; Atabaki, Keshtiaray & Yarmohammadian, 2015). The results of 
the study show that S1 and S2 state/write conclusions on the work steps and conclusions in the final answer in 
accordance with the information previously mentioned. In using the formula for the surface area of a block 
without a cover, S1 and S2 use the correct formula, it's just that the reasons they convey are slightly different, 
namely S1 reveals that without information on the problem if the block is without cover, the meaning of the 
problem can still be known and the surface area formula is obtained, while S2 explains the obtained formula 
through a sketch of a beam image. Then in determining the value of √100, S1 directly determines the stationary 
value used is +10, while S2 explains first the result is ±10 then what is used is +10 not -10, because in size, the 
value used is positive, not negative, until concluding the final answer with the same reason as stated in the 
previous reason indicator. 

What has been explained previously illustrates that female students are more careful and thorough in explaining 
the reasons for their work as is the opinion (Krutetskii, 1976; Lestari, et.al., 2021; Kaliky & Juhaevah, 2018) 
that women are more careful than men -man. The unique thing about the findings is that they are inversely 
proportional to the findings of Ramdani, et.al. (2021) which states that male students are more agile and careful 
in solving problems and solving problems than female students. However, in essence the results of the findings 
above show that the two subjects fulfill the sub-skills of inference. 

Situation 
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Situation is a sub-skill of critical thinking (Ennis, 1991; 1996; 2011; Nilson, Fatherstone, & Mcmurray, 2014). 
The series of thinking activities that S1 goes through on situation indicators in mentioning the knowledge and 
skills needed in answering questions includes knowing the formula for surface area and volume of a block, 
knowing the procedure for the first derivative of a function, factoring and substitution skills and the availability 
of information known to questions that has been used in work S1. The series of thinking activities that the 
Masters goes through on this indicator includes analyzing the problem, understanding the requirements for 
determining the maximum volume and the availability of information known to the questions that have been 
used in Masters work. 

This description shows that one of the unique findings in this research is that S1 and S2 apply initial knowledge 
of previous material and use known information in the process. There was no significant difference between 
the statements of the two subjects because the statements submitted were in accordance with the process. Thus, 
the findings above indicate that the two subjects fulfilled the situation sub-skill. 

Clarity 

Clarity is a sub-skill of critical thinking (Ennis, 1991; 1996; 2011; Nilson, Fatherstone, & Mcmurray, 2014). The 
results of the study show that S1 and S2 in mentioning the language or terms contained in the questions are 
generally conveyed clearly, it's just that there is a slight difference in explaining the ratio of the length and width 
of the aquarium, where S2 conveys using language that is less simple and seems convoluted. in contrast to S1, 
whose delivery is logical and clear, as Bitara (2021) argues that male students rely on their ability to think logically 
and mentally with numeracy skills, on the other hand female students tend to think the solution takes longer so 
that the completion is longer and more complicated. In addition, male students showed more logical 
explanations based on questions based on concepts compared to female students who explained the solution 
was so long (Ramdani, et.al., 2021). Thus, the findings above indicate that both subjects fulfilled the Clarity 
sub-skill. 

Overview 

Overview is a sub-skill of critical thinking (Ennis, 1991; 1996; 2011; Nilson, Fatherstone, & Mcmurray, 2014). 
The findings in this study indicate that women are more thorough than men, as stated by (Lestari, et.al., 2021; 
Kaliky & Juhaevah, 2018) at the stage of examining the process and results, female students are superior in  
accuracy, also supported by the opinion of Krutetskii (1976) that women are superior to men in terms of 
accuracy, thoroughness, thoroughness, and thoroughness of thinking-checking, female students use a step-by-
step recount strategy which she does sequentially, in accordance with the opinion of Arifin, Rahman & Asdar 
(2015) that female students are able to check answers confidently and carefully. Thus, the findings above 
indicate that both subjects fulfill the Overview sub-skills. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the results and discussion that has been described, the conclusions regarding this research are as 
follows. 

Profile of Critical Thinking Male Students with High Mathematics Ability 

Based on the results of written test answers and interviews with male students with high mathematical abilities, 
namely S1, it was concluded that S1 fulfilled all indicators of critical thinking starting from the focus indicators, 
namely S1 mentioning/writing information known from problems, questions asked from questions, and 
completeness of information required to complete the questions explained in full, on the reason S1 indicator 
states the reasons for each step of the work and the reason for the conclusion of the final answer, on the 
inferences the S1 indicator gives conclusions on the work process accompanied by conclusions on the final 
answer, on the situation indicator S1 applies prior knowledge of the material first and all information relevant 
to the problem, the S1 clarity indicator mentions the language or terms contained in the problem, until the S1 
overview indicator reviews the solutions that have been made. This shows that S1 fulfills all of FRISCO's critical 
thinking indicators. 

Profile of Critical Thinking Female Students with High Mathematics Ability 
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Based on the results of the written test answers and the results of interviews with students with high 
mathematical abilities, namely Masters, it can be concluded that Masters meets the critical thinking indicators 
starting from the focus indicators, namely Masters mentions/writes information known from the questions, 
what is asked from the questions, as well as the completeness of the information needed to finish it. the problem 
is explained in full, on the reason S2 indicator states the reasons for each step of the work and the reasons for 
the conclusion of the final answer, on the inferences the S2 indicator provides conclusions on the work process 
accompanied by conclusions on the final answer, on the situation indicator S2 applies prior knowledge of the 
previous material and all the information according to the problem, the clarity of indicator S2 mentions the 
language or terms contained in the problem, until the overview indicator S2 re-examines the solutions that have 
been made. This shows that S2 fulfills all of FRISCO's critical thinking indicators. 

Differences in S1 and S2 Thinking Activities in Solving Derivative Problems 

S1 and S2 in solving derivative questions have the correct answer and are accompanied by supporting reasons. 
However, there are several differences in thinking activity between the two, namely S1 who are male students 
with high mathematical abilities have a shorter completion compared to S2 completion which are female 
students with high mathematical abilities, S1 uses a more logical way of thinking. thinking than S2 who is more 
proficient in verbal skills. In addition, S1 prefers other strategies in rechecking answers compared to S2 which 
uses a strategy of checking answers from beginning to end, checking answers with full thoroughness and careful 
thought. This shows that even though S1 and S2 have equal mathematical abilities, there are some differences 
between the two in solving derivative questions whose data are obtained from answers to written assignments 
and interview results. 

Recommendations  

Based on the results of the description of students' critical thinking in solving derivative problems, the 
researcher suggests the following things. 

There is a need for further research regarding the description of students' critical thinking and what factors 
influence it, especially in developing research centered on the thinking characteristics of male and female 
students so that it can become a foundation for teachers through planned learning. 

Teachers are expected to consider learning plans that pay attention to differences or characteristics of students' 
thinking by developing questions that direct students to think critically, because as important as critical thinking 
is, this can help students get used to working on questions that require critical thinking. think and help students 
get used to dealing with these questions. 

Limitations 

This research has limitations, among others, the first is that the subjects selected are male students and female 
students who attend schools in the city of Palu and have high mathematical abilities in terms of the previous 
semester's report card scores. Second, this study focuses on the description of students' critical thinking through 
the problem of derivatives of algebraic functions, but does not rule out the possibility that the descriptions 
obtained can also describe creative thinking or metacognition of research subjects. 

This study has limitations, among others, the first subjects selected were male and female students who attended 
schools in the city of Palu and had high mathematical abilities in terms of the previous semester's report card 
scores. Second, this research focuses on describing students' critical thinking through the problem of derivatives 
of algebraic functions, but does not rule out the possibility that the descriptions obtained can also describe 

creative thinking or metacognition of research subjects. 
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